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Daily human activity is characterized by a broad variety of movement tasks. This work
summarizes the sagittal hip, knee, and ankle joint biomechanics for a broad range of daily
movements, based on previously published literature, to identify requirements for robotic
design. Maximum joint power, moment, angular velocity, and angular acceleration, as well
as the movement-related range of motion and the mean absolute power were extracted,
compared, and analyzed for essential and sportive movement tasks. We found that the
full human range of motion is required to mimic human like performance and versatility.
In general, sportive movements were found to exhibit the highest joint requirements
in angular velocity, angular acceleration, moment, power, and mean absolute power.
However, at the hip, essential movements, such as recovery, had comparable or
even higher requirements. Further, we found that the moment and power demands
were generally higher in stance, while the angular velocity and angular acceleration
were mostly higher or equal in swing compared to stance for locomotion tasks. The
extracted requirements provide a novel comprehensive overview that can help with the
dimensioning of actuators enabling tailored assistance or rehabilitation for wearable lower
limb robots, and to achieve essential, sportive or augmented performances that exceed
natural human capabilities with humanoid robots.
Keywords: movement, biomechanics, lower limb, daily activity, human, joint, power, moment
1. INTRODUCTION
A variety of robots are already a part of most industrial production lines, e.g., robotic arms are used
to move and manipulate objects. Humans like to increase robot capabilities to assess the potential
for robotic assistance in daily life. For daily life assistance, service robots (Mende et al., 2019) or
social robots (Góngora Alonso et al., 2019) would need to move in urban environments and they
require to use objects made for humans (e.g., cars, kitchen equipment). Many of these objects are
adapted to the human body composition. Thus, it could be advantageous to design robots with
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an anthropomorphic structure, including human-like lower
limbs. In addition to designing such humanoid robots
(Kuindersma et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017; Spenko et al.,
2018), wearable lower limb robots, including exoskeletons for
rehabilitation (Miller et al., 2016; Moreno et al., 2018; Chen et al.,
2019; del Carmen Sanchez-Villamañan et al., 2019) and daily
assistance (Schmidt et al., 2017; del Carmen Sanchez-Villamañan
et al., 2019; Grimmer et al., 2019a; Kapsalyamov et al., 2019) or
prostheses (Au et al., 2009; Versluys et al., 2009; Cherelle et al.,
2016; Grimmer et al., 2016; Pieringer et al., 2017), are of interest.
Instead of moving independently like humanoid robots, lower
limb wearable robots for those with walking capability have to
move in conjunction with the human lower limbs. Thus, the
movement capabilities of the wearable robots have to at least
match the human movement capabilities. To achieve such a
matching, human anthropometric information (e.g., segment
lengths, masses, inertia values) and the joint capabilities must
be identified to deduce the robotic system specifications. While
summaries of anthropometric data can already be found in
literature (Winter, 2009), it is rare to find a comprehensive
overview of performance values for human lower limb joints.
For the identification of joint performance dynamometers can
be used, which can determine the relationship betweenmaximum
joint moment and maximum joint speed (Drouin et al., 2004).
These analyses could be performed with different populations
in terms of age (e.g., students or elderly people) or with
populations that have different levels of physical athleticism (e.g.,
athletes or non-athletes). However, knowledge of maximum joint
performance values would not provide us with insights regarding
joint requirements throughout daily life. Designing robots based
on the human performance maxima, might overestimate the
required specifications, which could lead to disadvantages such
as increased weight and reduced operating time. An alternative
would be to analyze lower limb joint performance during human
daily movements.
Humans have developed highly versatile movement skills
(Torricelli et al., 2015). This includes a wide range from minimal
movements as in maintaining balance during quite stance
over movements in place when for example lifting objects, to
movements that are used to ambulate such as walking. All
movement tasks can be varied in several dimensions, which will
change their biomechanical characteristic. For example, one task
could be to design a powered prosthetic ankle that is able to assist
a person with a transtibial amputation during walking. Walking
is determined by the velocity, the slope of the environment,
and the shape of the ground below the foot. Moreover, during
locomotion and movements in place, differences in body weight
and additional payload could be considered, as both will change
the human joint effort. A similar scaling effect might exist
for movements that are performed by two legs, compared to
movements that completely rely on a single leg.
With this study we intend to summarize and analyze the
hip, knee, and ankle joint kinematics and kinetics for a broad
range of daily essential and sportive movements. Instead of
performing several biomechanical movement experiments on
our own, available data from literature is used for the analysis.
We aim to identify the most demanding movements in terms
of maximum absolute joint angular velocity, maximum absolute
joint angular acceleration, maximum absolute joint moment,
maximum absolute joint power, average absolute power, and joint
range of motion. Additionally, this study is used to investigate
if there exist differences in the maxima of locomotion tasks for
the stance and the swing phase, as this could allow alternative
mechanical solutions to mimic either of these phases. We
expect that the non-weight bearing swing phase has increased
angular velocity and angular acceleration requirements, whereas
the weight bearing stance phase has increased requirements in
moment and power. The identified maxima will be discussed
and compared to human performance limits. An outlook will
be provided on how to reduce the identified requirements with
a variety of mechanical solutions. The extracted hip, knee, and
ankle joint kinematics and kinetics will be provided for future use
as Appendix.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Selection of the Biomechanical Studies
Articles with biomechanical data were selected based on the
following requirements:
1. Studies had to report biomechanical data of the hip, knee, and
ankle joint.
2. The published data of the joints had at least to include the joint
angle, the joint moment, and a movement time information.
3. Biomechanical data was averaged for a larger group of
individuals.
If available, joint power, joint angular velocity, and joint angular
acceleration were also extracted from the articles. If the latter
information was not available, we calculated it based on the
published data. Moreover, the investigated populations should be
younger adults without mobility related impairments and athlete
data was avoided if possible.
2.2. Selection of the Movement Tasks
As humans perform a variety of movement tasks throughout
daily life, we acknowledge that we cannot include all possible
lower limb movement tasks in our analysis. However, we aimed
to analyze movement tasks that are essential and common to
daily life (level walking, climbing, stair ambulation, cycling,
recovery, lifting, sit to stand) as well as sportive movement tasks
(running, squat jump) as explained subsequently.
2.2.1. Level Walking
Walking speeds (1.1 m/s, 1.6 m/s, Lipfert, 2010; Grimmer and
Seyfarth, 2014) around preferred walking speed (Grimmer et al.,
2019b) were selected as a representative speed for typical daily
walking speeds.
2.2.2. Climbing
In addition to level locomotion, ascending, and descending
(walking) of 21◦, slopes are included (Lay et al., 2006), as
increasedmoment and power requirements and changes in range
of motion are expected compared to level walking.
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2.2.3. Stair Ambulation
It was estimated that humans climb about 47–66 stairs a day
(Grimmer and Seyfarth, 2014). While this is only a small
proportion of the daily strides (7,000–13,000, Tudor-Locke and
Myers, 2001), stair ambulation represents a movement task that
must be considered to locomote in human made environments
due to increased requirements. For our analysis, stair ascending
and stair descending at a regular stair slope of 30◦ were included
(Riener et al., 2002).
2.2.4. Running
Two running speeds, 2.6m/s and 4.0m/s, were included (Lipfert,
2010; Grimmer and Seyfarth, 2014). The lower running speed
is also referred to as jogging, based on the arbitrary definition
of (Larsen et al., 2002). To put these running speeds in context,
about 10% of younger marathon runners (Zavorsky et al., 2017)
ran at a speed below 2.6m/s (finishing time 272min) and about
10% ran at a speed above 4.0m/s (finishing time 176min). Thus,
the considered data covers the majority of recreational runners.
2.2.5. Cycling
A popular human means of transport is the bicycle. Up to 7.4%
of survey participants from a US study (Nelson and Allen, 1997)
used bicycles for commuting. Therefore, we included cycling at
an ergometer at 120W (Ericson et al., 1986) in the analysis.
2.2.6. Recovery
As walking is our primary locomotion task, and 73% of falls
occur during walking (Do et al., 2015), we aimed to also include
a representative movement task that is used to avoid falling.
Fifty-seven percent of falls are caused by slipping, tripping, or
stumbling (Schiller et al., 2007). To avoid falling after stumbling,
a recovery movement is required to stabilize the body. We
therefore included a recovery movement that was provoked
under lab conditions (Hsiao-Wecksler and Robinovitch, 2007).
2.2.7. Squat Jump
While being a rare activity for elderly people, we decided to
include jumping in order to have a representative task that has
an explosive quality and that begins in stance. Jumping can be
used to reach elevated objects or to pass obstacles. It is also a
fundamental activity in athletics (long- and high jump) as well
as in ballgames such as volleyball or basketball. Therefore, a
standardized squat jump movement was included in our analysis
(Mackala et al., 2013). Due to missing biomechanical data for
a non-athlete population, a study with a athlete population was
selected for the jumping analysis (squat jump). Subjects were
sprinters with a 100m performance of 10.87 s.
2.2.8. Lifting
In addition to gait-related movements, we aimed to include
bending and lifting movements, as industrial workers were found
to perform between 0 and 58 min of daily forward bending time
(Lagersted-Olsen et al., 2016). Squat and stoop lifting with a
weight of 15 kg was included (Hwang et al., 2009).
2.2.9. Sit to Stand
Due to the second point of support at the beginning (e.g., chair),
sit to stand transitions might exhibit increased requirements,
compared to lifting an external mass, to move the center of mass
above the center of pressure. Therefore, we included the sit to
stand transition (Roebroeck et al., 1994) in our analysis.
2.3. Movement Data
The experimental equipment, selected analysis methods, and
subject characteristics of the involved studies are shown in
Tables 1, 2. All studies used force sensors to determine 3D
ground reaction forces, e.g., an instrumented treadmill or
staircase, force plates on the ground or a force sensor in the
pedal of the bicycle. Most studies determined kinematic data
with 3D motion capture systems. In sit to stand transition and
cycling, a 2D analysis with a video camera was performed. For
those studies that reported the kinetic measurement frequencies,
frequencies ranged from 100 to 1,200 Hz. Reported kinematic
measurement frequencies were in between 60 and 240 Hz for
the 3D and in between 40 and 60Hz for the 2D measurements.
For the different movement tasks, a variety of filter methods was
reported for the kinematics and kinetics. For those who reported,
joint angles were either calculated in the sagittal plane or in the
limb plane determined by the foot rotation in the transversal
plane. All studies used inverse dynamics to determine the joint
moments. While 6 to 26 subjects were involved to determine the
overall mean values, subject means were determined based on 1
to 166 movement repetitions.
2.3.1. Data Preparation
As presented in Table 3, most of the data was digitized with
the software ScanIt (amsterCHEM, Almería, Spain) from the
selected literature. ScanIt is a software that allows a user to
extract data points from published graphs. After the manual
selection of points throughout each graph, the software equally
distributes and interpolates the data points over the whole time
series, resulting in 200 data points for each graph from which
data were extracted. Matlab was then used to filter the data with
a zero-lag, 4th order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency
between 2 and 7Hz for the angle data, 4 and 5Hz for the angular
velocity data, 3 and 14Hz for the moment data, and 4 to 13Hz
for the power data. To maintain the ankle moment of the impact
at touch down, the recovery ankle moment was filtered at 30Hz.
The cutoff frequency was selected manually by visual inspection
of each curve with the primary aim of preserving the amplitudes
of the values, though also with the intention of smoothing the
manually digitized data as well as possible. No additional filtering
was applied before or after calculating the angular velocities
and accelerations.
The only data without angle information (Table 3) was the
recovery movement (Hsiao-Wecksler and Robinovitch, 2007),
in which case joint angles were calculated by numerical
integration of the given angular velocities. Joint angular velocity
and joint angular acceleration were calculated with numerical
differentiation of the angle and angular velocity data, respectively.
The duration of each activity that was used for either integration
or differentiation is shown in Table 4. Joint power was calculated
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TABLE 1 | Methods and experimental setup to acquire the biomechanics for walking (Lipfert, 2010; Grimmer and Seyfarth, 2014), climbing (Lay et al., 2006), stair
ambulation (Riener et al., 2002), jogging and running (Lipfert, 2010; Grimmer and Seyfarth, 2014), cycling (Ericson et al., 1986), recovery (Hsiao-Wecksler and
Robinovitch, 2007), squat jump (Mackala et al., 2013), lifting (Hwang et al., 2009), and the sit to stand transition (Roebroeck et al., 1994).
Movement Kinematics Kinetics Inverse dynamics Rep.
Walking 8 3D MoCap, Qualisys, 240Hz; zl 2nd
order BW 40Hz, additionally zl 2nd order
BW 10Hz for ang. vel. and ang. acc.;
angles SP
3D instrumented treadmill, ADAL-WR,
HEF Techmachine, 1,000Hz; after ID
moments filtered low-pass 15Hz
based on Günther et al. (2003), include





6 3D MoCap, Peak Performance
Technologies, 60Hz; quintic spline
interpolation technique (Woltring, 1986);
angles LP
custom walkway 3.11m, 3D forceplate,
1,200Hz, 4th order zl BW 25Hz
methods from Winter (1980), Vaughan
et al. (1999)
5
Stairs (asc., desc.) 4 video camera ELITE system (Ferrigno and
Pedotti, 1985), 100Hz; low-pass filtered by
a model-based bandwidth-selection
procedure (D’amico and Ferrigno, 1990);
angles LP
4 step 3D instrumented staircase,
Bertec, 100Hz; filtering nr
short description of inverse dynamics 5
Jogging, Running similar to walking similar to walking similar to walking up to 166
Cycling 1 perpendicular video camera, Paillard
Bolex, 60Hz, analyzed at 24Hz; switch to
determine revolution; filtering nr; angles in
pedal plane (SP)
3D instrumented left pedal of bicycle
ergometer, Cardionic, frequency nr,
time resolution 1ms; filtering nr
based on Bratt and Ericson (1985) 1
Recovery 6 3D MoCap, MacReflex, Qualisy, 60Hz;
recursive, 4th order BW 6Hz; angles SP
3D force plate in walkway, 6090H,
Bertec, 960Hz; 4th order BW 96Hz
based on Cappozzo et al. (1975) 4
Squat Jump 6 3D MoCap, TVC BTS Smart-E, BTS
Bioengineering, 120Hz; filtering nr; angles
SP
3D force plate for each limb, 9286B,
Kistler, 240Hz; filtering nr
nr 3
Lifting (squat, stoop) 3D MoCap, Vicon, frequency nr; filtering nr;
angles nr
3D force plate for each limb, Kistler,
frequency nr; filtering nr
based on Winter (1980) and Hof (2000) nr
Sit to Stand 1 perpendicular video camera, Teledyne
DBM 55, Arcadia, 40Hz; 2nd order zl BW
4Hz; angles SP
3D forceplate under right foot, 9281B,
Kistler, 250Hz; low-pass filter 4th order
75Hz
based on Winter (1979) 5
Rep. defines the number of used repetitions or strides per subject to determine the subject mean. BW is Butterworth filter, zl is zero-lag, MoCap is motion capture cameras. LP indicates
that joint angles were determined in the limb plane determined by the foot rotation in the transversal plane. SP indicates that joint angles were determined in the sagittal plane. Unreported
information is indicated by nr.
by multiplying the angular velocity and the joint moment for
each joint. If not already normalized to bodymass in the digitized
graphs, joint moment and power were normalized to body mass.
For recovery, joint kinetics were denormalized by the mean body
height data provided in the study in order to exclude the effects
of body height (Hsiao-Wecksler and Robinovitch, 2007).
The absolutemaximawere determined with the help ofMatlab
for the angle, the angular velocity, the angular acceleration, the
moment and the power for all movements. Further, the mean
absolute power was determined for all movements. Lastly, for
a comparison of the maxima in stance and swing, the absolute
maxima for stance and swing were determined for walking,
running, climbing and stair ambulation. The mean and the
standard deviation were calculated from these maxima (over
all locomotion types). A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used
to test for a difference between mean values. A single asterisk
(∗p < 0.05) and a double asterisks (∗∗p < 0.01) indicate
a significant difference whereas non-significant differences are
indicated by ns.
2.3.2. Normalization of Angles
Digitized and calculated joint angles were zeroed to represent
a hip, knee and ankle angle of zero degrees when in standing.
Positive angles indicate hip and knee extension as well as ankle
plantarflexion. Negative values indicate hip and knee flexion
as well as ankle dorsiflexion. Based on the maximum joint
angles for each movement, the range of motion was determined.
The range of motion of the selected movements was compared
to the mean range of motion based on an analysis of 30–40
years old males (approximately 96 individuals) that were free
of any known impairments (Roaas and Andersson, 1982). The
following paragraphs provide details of how angle data for each
specific movement was adapted and standardized to allow for
comparison and analysis.
2.3.2.1. Walking, jogging and running
For a comparison of the range of motion of the level walking
data, the mean (over one stride) angles of the hip, knee, and ankle
were calculated from the 1.1m/s level walking data (Lipfert, 2010;
Grimmer and Seyfarth, 2014) and the level walking data provided
as a reference in the climbing experiments (Lay et al., 2006).
The level walking angles were shifted, to match the mean of the
level walking angles from the climbing experiments, which were
already standardized to standing. The same shift was applied to
the 1.6m/s walking data, the 2.6m/s jogging data, and the 4.0m/s
running data.
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TABLE 2 | Subject characteristics for walking (Lipfert, 2010; Grimmer and Seyfarth, 2014), climbing (Lay et al., 2006), stair ambulation (Riener et al., 2002), jogging and
running (Lipfert, 2010; Grimmer and Seyfarth, 2014), cycling (Ericson et al., 1986), recovery (Hsiao-Wecksler and Robinovitch, 2007), squat jump (Mackala et al., 2013),
lifting (Hwang et al., 2009), and the sit to stand transition (Roebroeck et al., 1994).
Movement Number of Age Height Mass Gender
subjects [n] [yrs] [m] [kg] male, female
Walking 21 25.4 ± 2.7 1.73 ± 0.09 70.9 ± 11.7 10, 11
Climbing (asc., desc.) 9 24 ± 3 1.78 ± 0.08 73.36 ± 8.6 5, 4
Stairs (asc., desc.) 10 28.8 ± 2.9 1.79 ± 0.05 82.2 ± 8.5 10, –
Jogging 21 25.4 ± 2.7 1.73 ± 0.09 70.9 ± 11.7 10, 11
Running 7 23.7 ± 1.1 1.8 ± 0.1 77.5 ± 8.8 6,1
Cycling 6 25.3 1.8 ± 0.06 71.3 ± 5.0 6, –
Recovery 10 28 ± 4 1.63 ± 0.07 62 ± 10 –, 10
Squat Jump 6 21.6 ± 2.7 1.86 ± 0.05 78.16 ± 8.15 6, –
Lifting (squat, stoop) 26 23.5 ± 0.76 1.72 ± 0.06 66.5 ± 6.4 26, –
Sit to Stand 10 27.0 ± 3.5 1.76 ± 0.1 67.8 ± 10.5 4, 6
TABLE 3 | Availability of biomechanical data for the selected movement tasks.
Movement Angle Angular Angular Moment Power Time
velocity acceleration
Walking orig orig orig orig orig orig
Climbing (asc., desc.) dig calc calc dig calc dig
Stairs (asc., desc.) dig calc calc dig dig dig
Jogging orig orig orig orig orig orig
Running orig orig orig orig orig orig
Cycling dig dig calc dig dig dig
Recovery calc dig calc dig dig dig
Squat Jump dig calc calc dig dig dig, calc
Lifting (squat, stoop) dig calc calc dig dig calc
Sit to Stand dig dig, calc calc dig calc dig
Selected studies should contain hip, knee, and ankle joint angle and joint moments and the movement time to be able to digitize (dig) them. To our advantage, joint power was mostly
provided in the selected studies and had to be calculated for some movements. Walking, jogging and running data was available as an original (org) source from one of the author’s
lab. In most cases, angular velocity and angular acceleration had to be calculated (calc) based on the available data. Due to low frequency noise in the digitized sit to stand joint angular
velocity, we decided to not use the digitized angular velocity data. Instead, we calculated joint angular velocity and acceleration based on the digitized angle data.
2.3.2.2. Climbing
The climbing angle data used Lay et al. (2006) was published
in a way to have zero degree as neutral standing position. It
was only necessary to invert the hip and knee angle to match
our definition.
2.3.2.3. Stairs
For the comparison of stair climbing and level walking in Riener
et al. (2002), data from another gait laboratory, which was
measured with a similar protocol, was used Frigo et al. (1998).
Similar to the adaptation of the walking and running data, this
data was shifted tomatch themean joint angle of the level walking
data from the climbing experiment. Prior to this, we had to invert
the hip and knee angle to match our definition.
2.3.2.4. Cycling
For cycling, the hip and the knee angle were inverted to match
our definition. Further, 25◦ were subtracted from the hip angle as
subjects were leaning their trunk forward by 20◦ to 30◦ (Ericson
et al., 1986). Next, the ankle angle was normalized based on
Sinclair et al. (2013), assuming a maximum plantarflexion of
3.95◦ compared to standing.
2.3.2.5. Recovery, squat jump and lifting
For the recovery (Hsiao-Wecksler and Robinovitch, 2007), the
squat jump (Mackala et al., 2013), and the lifting data (Hwang
et al., 2009), all angles were inverted to match our definition. The
data was provided in a way that we assumed zero degrees was
achieved during upright standing.
2.3.2.6. Sit to stand
As the final position of the sit to stand transitions is standing, the
hip, knee, and ankle angle were adapted to be zero at the final
time frame of the digitized data (Roebroeck et al., 1994).
2.3.3. Specific Data Details
This subsection will provide further details regarding specific
methodologies that were used for some movements to make the
data comparable.
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TABLE 4 | Time characteristics of the analyzed movements.
Movement Total time [s] Time stance [%] Time swing [%]
Walking (1.1, 1.6) 1.14, 0.98 63, 60 37, 40
Climbing (asc., desc.) 1.2, 1.18 62.5, 62.7 37.5, 37.3
Stairs (asc., desc.) 1.41, 1.19 63.6, 61.2 36.4, 38.8
Jogging (2.6) 0.75 38 62
Running (4.0) 0.7 34 66
Cycling 1.0 100 –
Recovery 0.38 72.5 27.5
Squat Jump 1.1 38 62
Lifting (squat, stoop) 1.31, 1.22 100 –
Sit to Stand 2.25 100 –
The total times describe the overall time of the analyzed biomechanical data in seconds.
If applicable, a discrimination of stance phase and flight phase was made. Stance is
considered to be when the analyzed leg is on the ground. Swing is considered to be
when the analyzed leg has no ground contact. Stance and swing timing is provided as a
relative value (in percent) of the total movement time. No swing phase is considered for
cycling, lifting and the sit to stand transition.
2.3.3.1. Cycling
The time of one cycle of cycling was indirectly provided as
subjects were instructed to cycle at 60 rpm. Thus, one repetition
required 1 s.
2.3.3.2. Recovery
Recovery movement data was analyzed for the young subject
group at the 35% of body height horizontal stepping distance
condition (starting in forward lean, subjects stepped to a target
line located at this distance; Hsiao-Wecksler and Robinovitch,
2007). The data published covers a time frame of 1.5 s, and it
was synchronized to the event of the foot contact of the recovery
motion, which occurred at 0.5 s. The mean recovery movement
duration, the time interval between tether release and the instant
on the force plate, lasted 0.38 s. We therefore removed the first
0.12 s from the analysis. The 0.38 s are considered to be swing,
and the following second was considered to be the stance phase.
2.3.3.3. Squat jump
The jumping data was digitized and calculated only for the right
leg. The movement time of the right leg was determined based on
the provided flight time of 0.68 s. The ankle power during flight
time was considered to be zero. Based on this assumption the
flight phase required about 62% of the total movement time, and
in combination with the additional 38% (0.42 s), a total of 1.1 s
was assumed for the duration of this movement.
2.3.3.4. Lifting
The times for the lifting movements squat and stoop were
determined based on the provided peak power values of the
hip. To calculate the joint power, the angular velocity had to be
multiplied with the provided joint moment. To get the angular
velocity, the provided joint angles had to be differentiated, where
the required movement time was varied to achieve the angular
velocity that results in the provided hip peak power. For the
squat, the movement duration was 1.31 s and for the stoop, the
duration was 1.22 s.
2.3.3.5. Sit to stand
The provided angular velocity data for the sit to stand transition
already included oscillations (especially ankle) (Roebroeck et al.,
1994), which resulted in even higher oscillations when calculating
the angular acceleration. We therefore decided not to use
the angular velocity provided in the publication. Instead, we
calculated both angular velocity and angular acceleration based
on the provided angle data and the use of a filter that what
well-suited for angular data.
3. RESULTS
While the results of our analysis (e.g., maxima, ranges) can
be found in Figures 1–6, the biomechanical parameters for the
complete movement cycle (e.g., ankle angle during waling) are
presented in the Appendix for the hip (Figure 7), the knee
(Figure 8), and the ankle (Figure 9).
3.1. Range of Motion
The mean total range of motion of humans (TO) was found to be
9◦ to −120◦ degree for the hip, 2◦ to 144◦ for the knee, and 40◦
to −15◦ for the ankle (Figure 1). The movements that require
the largest hip range of motion are the sit to stand transition,
recovery and squat lifting. The largest hip extension is required
for running, while the largest hip flexion is required for the sit to
stand transition. The largest knee range of motion is required for
the squat lifting, the sit to stand transition and running. While
most movement tasks require almost full knee extension, the
maximum flexion was achieved for squat lifting. The maximum
ankle range of motion is required for the squat jump, while
stair descending requires the largest plantarflexion, squat lifting
requires the largest dorsiflexion.
At the hip and the knee, the mean total range of motion of
humans (TO) was almost covered by the analyzed movement
tasks. However, a larger ankle range of motion was identified for
the movement tasks, compared to the total range measurement
(TO, Figure 1).
The identified range of motion of the analyzed movements
represents the mean of the analyzed populations. Greater
magnitudes and ranges were achieved for individual subjects.
Based on the maximum range of motion measurements of Roaas
and Andersson (1982), the maximum extension and flexion of
single subjects were 35◦ and −150◦ for the hip, 10◦ to −160◦
for the knee, and 55◦ (plantarflexion) to −40◦ (dorsiflexion) for
the ankle.
3.2. Joint Angular Velocity and Acceleration
At the hip, the highest angular velocity was found for recovery
and the highest angular acceleration was found in running and
jogging (Figure 2). At the knee, the highest angular velocity was
identified for running and the highest angular acceleration for
recovery. At the ankle both angular velocity and acceleration
were highest for running.
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FIGURE 1 | Range of motion of the analyzed movement tasks for the hip, knee, and ankle joint, compared to the mean total range of motion measurements for each
joint (TO, gray) determined by Roaas and Andersson (1982). From left to right: walking slow (WS), walking fast (WF), climbing descend (CD), climbing ascend (CA),
stair descend (SD), stair ascend (SA), jogging (JO), running (RU), cycling (CY), recovery (RE), squat jump (SJ), squat lifting (LQ), stoop lifting (LT), and sit to stand (SS).
FIGURE 2 | Maximum angular velocity vs. maximum angular acceleration of the hip, knee, and ankle for all analyzed movements. Walking slow (WS), walking fast
(WF), climbing descend (CD), climbing ascend (CA), stair ascend (SA), stair descend (SD), jogging (JO), running (RU), cycling (CY), recovery (RE), squat jump (SJ),
squat lifting (LQ), stoop lifting (LT), and sit to stand (SS).
We analyzed the gait-related movement tasks (walking,
running, stairs, climbing) on the difference of maximum angular
velocity and acceleration during stance and swing phase. We
found that for all joint, except for the ankle angular velocity, the
mean is equal or higher during swing phase compared to stance
(Figure 3).
3.3. Joint Moment and Power
At the hip, the maximum joint moment was found for recovery,
while the maximum power was found for the squat jump
(Figure 4). The squat jump was also identified to require the
maximum knee power. Running and jogging were found to
require the highest knee and ankle moment. The highest power
at the ankle is required in running.
When analyzing the gait related movement tasks (walking,
running, stairs, climbing) on the difference of maximummoment
and power during stance and swing phase, we found that all
conditions and joints require higher moments during stance
(Figure 3). Regarding maximum power, no difference was found
for the hip, whereas for the knee and the ankle the stance required
higher maximum power than the swing phase.
When analyzing the mean absolute power of the hip
(Figure 5), we found that sportive movements, such as running
and the squat jump, require similar levels (1W/kg) as essential
movements such as climbing (ascends), lifting and recovery. At
the knee and the ankle, running, jogging and the squat jump
had the highest mean absolute power requirements with up to
2.1W/kg, while essential movements achieved up to 1W/kg for
the knee and up to 0.6W/kg at the ankle.
4. DISCUSSION
To the knowledge of the authors, this is the first comprehensive
analysis of sagittal lower limb biomechanics for a variety
of movement tasks. Our aim was to identify the most
demanding movements and to extract recommendations for
the dimensioning of drivetrains for wearable lower limb
robotics and humanoid robots that are capable of human-like
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FIGURE 3 | Maximum angular velocity, angular acceleration, moment, and power for the hip, knee, and ankle for the gait related movements [walking slow (WS),
walking fast (WF), climbing descend (CD), climbing ascend (CA), stair descend (SD), stair ascend (SA), jogging (JO), and running (RU)]. For comparison of the maxima
of stance (left bar) and swing phase (right bar), the mean over these conditions (MN, gray bars) and the statistical difference was determined. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
ns, non-significant.
movements. The following subsections will first discuss the
findings of the specific biomechanical parameters (e.g., range of
motion, maximum angular velocity, etc.) and the implications
regarding the design requirements for stance and swing. The
identifiedmaxima of the biomechanical quantities of the essential
daily tasks are then compared to maximum performance
values of athletes. These values can enable engineers to
design robotic lower limbs with greater performance or with
specifications above the normal human movement capabilities.
As mimicking human lower limb joint behavior with robots
is challenging, we briefly propose mechanical concepts for
reducing requirements.
4.1. Range of Motion
We found that the presented mean maximal human ankle
dorsiflexion value from Roaas and Andersson (1982) was 15◦
to 23◦ less compared to the dorsiflexion during squat jump
and squat lifting (Figure 1). Slightly smaller differences occur
when compared to maximal values based on another study
(Moromizato et al., 2016). We believe that a part of this
difference could result from the definition of the neutral position
(subject supine with knee in 45◦ flexion) used in Roaas and
Andersson (1982) andMoromizato et al. (2016), compared to our
approach that normalized the data to standing. Further, increased
dorsiflexion at the ankle could be possible with increased knee
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FIGURE 4 | Maximum power vs. maximum moment of the hip, knee, and ankle for all analyzed movements. Walking slow (WS), walking fast (WF), climbing descend
(CD), climbing ascend (CA), stair ascend (SA), stair descend (SD), jogging (JO), running (RU), cycling (CY), recovery (RE), squat jump (SJ), squat lifting (LQ), stoop
lifting (LT), sit to stand (SS).
FIGURE 5 | Mean absolute hip, knee and ankle power for the analyzed movements. From let to right: walking slow (WS), walking fast (WF), climbing descend (CD),
climbing ascend (CA), stair descend (SD), stair ascend (SA), jogging (JO), running (RU), cycling (CY), recovery (RE), squat jump (SJ), squat lifting (LQ), stoop lifting (LT),
sit to stand (SS).
FIGURE 6 | Normalized maximum requirements for the essential (solid) and the sportive (dashed) movement tasks. The normalization was performed such that the
maximum (sportive or essential) becomes 1, which represents the outer limit of the radar plot. The parameters are the maximum joint extension (Ex, at ankle
plantarflexion), the maximum joint flexion (Fl, at ankle dorsiflexion), the maximum absolute angular velocity (Ve), the maximum absolute angular acceleration (Ac), the
maximum absolute moment (Mo), the maximum absolute power (Po) and the maximum absolute average power (aP).
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FIGURE 7 | Hip angle, angular velocity, angular acceleration, moment and power for all analyzed movements. Dots indicate the maxima used for Figures 2, 4. For
visibility some of the graphs were scaled with a factor, which is located at the top left of these graphs. For example, a scaling factor of 0.1 indicates that the y-axis
must be multiplied by 0.1.
flexion due to limitations in maximum muscle length. While
up to 126◦ of knee flexion were achieved in squat lifting, the
dorsiflexion of the ankle was measured with a knee flexion of 45◦
in Roaas and Andersson (1982). Based on previous literature, we
found that a limitation due tomuscle length is less likely, as a knee
flexion angle of even 20◦ will avoid muscle length limitations
(Baumbach et al., 2014). A more plausible reason for increased
dorsiflexion during the squat jump and squat lifting could be
that the Achilles tendon and the calf muscles are stretched by
the external load at the beginning of both movements (see
plantarflexion moments in the Appendix). Thus, we believe
that the applied joint moments can cause an increased range of
motion, compared to the passive range of motion measurements
(Roaas and Andersson, 1982; Moromizato et al., 2016) without
larger applied joint moments.
Based on our findings, essential daily movements, such
as lifting or sit to stand transitions, require almost the full
human hip and knee range of motion. Increased requirements,
compared to the passivemeasurements, are required for the ankle
dorsiflexion. Thus, we recommend to consider the full motion
range of hip (17◦ to −120◦) and knee (2◦ to −144◦) for the
design of wearable robotic limbs or human-like robots. This
similarly applies to ankle plantarflexion (40◦), while an extended
range of motion needs to be taken into account for the ankle
dorsiflexion (−38◦).
When comparing essential and sportive movements, there is
no clear difference in the RoM regarding joint extension and
flexion (Figure 6). Thus, we would not make a difference when
designing a robotic actuator for one or the other.
4.2. Angular Velocity and Acceleration
As expected, the sportive movements of running, jogging, and
the squat jump resulted in the maximum angular velocities
and accelerations throughout the complete movement cycle.
Additionally, recovery achieved comparable results at the hip
and the knee, but not for the ankle. When designing lower limb
wearable or humanoid robots, the sportive tasks of running,
jogging and the squat jump may not need to be considered.
However, we believe that the recovery movement should be
designed into the range of feasible movements. In doing so,
anthropomorphic robots could benefit from a fast reactive
human-like safety mechanism that could prevent falling. If
artificial robotic joints work in cooperation with the human lower
limb, as can be found in prostheses, it is necessary to enable the
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FIGURE 8 | Knee angle, angular velocity, angular acceleration, moment and power for all analyzed movements. Dots indicate the maxima used for Figures 2, 4. For
visibility some of the graphs were scaled with a factor, which is located at the top left of these graphs. For example, a scaling factor of 0.1 indicates that the y-axis
must be multiplied by 0.1.
wearable robot to achieve the maximum angular velocity and
acceleration that was found during recovery in this study. For
example, while the hip and knee of a transtibial amputee try to
recover from a tripping event, an artificial powered prosthetic
foot with limited angular velocity and acceleration may not be
able to dorsiflex fast enough to provide ground clearance. In
order to sufficiently enable function for daily life, maximum
angular velocities of 500◦/s for the hip, 550◦/s for the knee and
300◦/s for the ankle seem appropriate. The angular acceleration
should be 4,400◦/s2, 11,200◦/s2, and 8,300◦/s2 for the hip,
knee, and ankle, respectively. To perform sportive movements,
increasing the maximum velocity is recommended for the knee
and the ankle, and increased maximum angular acceleration is
recommended for the hip and ankle (Figure 6).
4.3. Moment and Power
This study found that, similar to the angular velocity and
acceleration, maximum moment and power are required to
perform the sportive movement tasks of running, jogging and
the squat jump. The least difference to the essential movements
was found at the hip joint, where recovery had the highest
requirements from the essential tasks. Increased moment and
power requirements, as well as increased requirements in angular
velocity and acceleration, were not completely unexpected for
recovery and squat jump, as both were the only movements
where subjects perform at their physiological limits. To provide
the capabilities for daily life, a maximum moment of 2.4Nm/kg
for the hip, 1.5Nm/kg for the knee and 1.9Nm/kg for the ankle
seem appropriate. Amaximum power of 5.8W/kg, 4.1W/kg, and
4.3W/kg appears recommendable for the hip, knee, and ankle,
respectively. For sportive movements, the more distal the joint,
the more the requirements increase with up to 3.1Nm/kg and
13.8W/kg at the ankle.
Next to the peak power, which defines the maximum possible
power of the actuator, the mean absolute power was analyzed.
This can help to select the maximum continuous power of an
actuator and to define heat dissipation requirements. At the knee
and the ankle, the sportive movements required up to twice
the mean absolute power of the essential movements (Figure 6).
In comparison, lifting, recovery and ascending climbing have
similar requirements at the hip as running and the squat jump.
We would not expect that the squat jump or recovery are tasks
that will be performed continuously. Thus, their contributions to
heating will be less. Also, lifting is a task we would not consider
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FIGURE 9 | Ankle angle, angular velocity, angular acceleration, moment and power for all analyzed movements. Dots indicate the maxima used for Figures 2, 4. For
visibility some of the graphs were scaled with a factor, which is located at the top left of these graphs. For example, a scaling factor of 0.1 indicates that the y-axis
must be multiplied by 0.1.
to be performed continuously, however, some specific activities
may require lifting over longer periods of time. Zero to fifty
eight minutes of daily forward bending time was identified for
those working in industrial jobs (Lagersted-Olsen et al., 2016).
Most critical for defining design requirements for continuous
power are running (hip, knee, ankle), jogging (knee, ankle) and
climbing ascent (hip). In conclusion, while the hip specifications
are defined by the essential movements, the knee and ankle
specifications could be reduced to half when not including the
sportive tasks. As continuous climbing (ascend or descend) is a
valid scenario it would be ideal to cover a mean absolute power
of 1W/kg at the hip and the knee, and 0.6W/kg at the ankle.
4.4. Differences in Performance in Stance
and Swing
We expected that the maximum joint requirements will differ
for the stance and the swing phase within locomotion tasks. Our
hypothesis that increased angular velocity and acceleration are
required in the non-weight bearing swing was only confirmed
for the knee. In the hip, only the angular velocity was larger in
swing, while for the hip and the ankle, the angular accelerations
were not different. In contrast to our overall assumption, the
maximum angular velocity was highest in stance at the ankle,
which was achieved during push-off in late stance where the
combined shortening of the calf muscle fibers and the Achilles
tendon lead to the observed behavior (Ishikawa et al., 2007).
For themaximummoment andmaximumpower, we expected
increased requirements in weight bearing stance. This hypothesis
was confirmed for all but the hip maximum power, where
no difference was identified. Based on the findings for the
maximum kinematic and kinetic values, we believe that it is
possible to use actuators with smaller power and moment
specifications for the swing phase. In contrast, we do not
believe that it is an advantage to use an actuator with less
maximum acceleration ormaximum velocity during stance as the
swing phase determines the required maximum specification for
most conditions.
4.5. Human Lower Limb Joint Performance
Limits
While this study focuses on the lower limb joint requirements
for movements of daily life, other movements or increased
speeds and loads can require increased capabilities. To investigate
kinematic-kinetic relations without being specific to amovement,
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researchers have used dynamometers. It has been shown that with
increasing angular velocity, the maximum possible joint moment
is reduced, and that at certain joint angles, the highest moments
can be achieved (Anderson et al., 2007). For young males
(non-athletes), the identified maximum isometric extension and
flexion moment for the hip were 2.8Nm/kg and 1.9Nm/kg,
for the knee were 2.8Nm/kg and 1.5Nm/kg, and for the ankle
were 1.6Nm/kg (plantarflexion) and 0.6Nm/kg (dorsiflexion).
While the identified maximum hip moment is not achieved
in the analyzed daily life movements, the maximum knee
moment is achieved, and the maximum ankle moment found
in 4m/s running is larger than the values achieved with the
dynamometer. While the values provided in Anderson et al.
(2007) are from an isometric condition, eccentric movements are
able to achieve about 150% (at knee measured in athletes) of the
isometric moment performance (Yeadon et al., 2006). During
running, this increase in performance is explainable because
the maximum moment occurs at maximum dorsiflexion, which
is achieved by an eccentric muscle behavior (Ishikawa et al.,
2007).
Maximum knee angular velocity was identified to be 768◦/s
and 1535◦/s for two athletes (high jump, material arts, Yeadon
et al., 2006). In sprint running of national level sprinters and
middle distance runners (9.7m/s and 8.9m/s), maximum angular
velocities of 570◦/s and 584◦/s were achieved at the hip, 970◦/s
and 425◦/s at the knee, and 930◦/s and 960◦/s at the ankle
(Belli et al., 2002; Zhong et al., 2017). While Zhong et al.
(2017) analyzed the whole running cycle, Belli et al. (2002)
only analyzed the stance, which explains the low value at the
knee. Based on this athlete data, the maxima of the provided
movements is about 300% of the daily requirements (hip: 500◦/s,
knee: 550◦/s, ankle: 300◦/s) for the knee and the ankle whereas
the hip maximum angular velocity is just slightly increased. If
this finding is true, it would mean that the maximum velocity
of the human hip is nearer to its performance limits during
our selection of essential movements compared to the knee
and ankle.
At 8.9m/s running, the maximum moment during stance
was found to be 3.4Nm/kg at the hip, 3.9Nm/kg at the
knee, and 3.4Nm/kg at the ankle (Belli et al., 2002). While
running at 4m/s almost achieved this moment at the ankle,
maximum sprinting moments are higher compared to those
achieved during the essential movements (hip: 2.4Nm/kg,
knee: 1.5Nm/kg, ankle: 1.9Nm/kg). Even higher maximum
extension moments were achieved by athletes during the long
jump, where the hip, knee and ankle achieved maximum
extension moments of 8.4Nm/kg, 3.9Nm/kg and 5.2Nm/kg,
respectively (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 1998). A second study on
the long jump confirmed these results (Muraki et al., 2008).
One could expect even larger extensor moments are required
for weight lifting of 100 kg, but experimental data revealed
that peak extension moments were about 2.7Nm/kg for the
hip, 1.5Nm/kg for the knee, and 2.5Nm/kg for the ankle
(moments only normalized by human mass, Kipp et al., 2011).
Compared to the maximum angular velocity, maximum joint
moments of athletes are 260–350% of the requirements for the
essential movements.
In sprinting, a maximum of 53W/kg was required for hip
extension, 19W/kg for braking the knee in late swing and
66W/kg for absorbing energy in early stance at the ankle (Zhong
et al., 2017). When only analyzing the stance in Belli et al. (2002),
maximum propulsion in late stance was found to be 26W/kg for
hip extension, 22W/kg for knee extension, and 40W/kg for ankle
plantarflexion. While both studies differ in the results, maximum
joint power during sprinting was found to be much higher when
compared to the maxima identified for the essential daily tasks
(hip: 5.8W/kg, knee: 4.1W/kg, ankle: 4.3W/kg). Similar values
were identified for the long jump (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 1998;
Muraki et al., 2008), while the negative knee power during stance
is greater than 50W/kg. When comparing the study of Zhong
et al. (2017) to the requirements of the essential tasks, the hip
power is increased by about 900%, the knee power by about 460%,
and the ankle power by about 1,500%. These large increases in
the maximum power highlight that the increases in maximum
velocity and maximum acceleration are amplified.
When summarizing the comparison of the requirements
for the essential movement tasks and the maximum joint
performance in athletes, it becomes clear that matching athlete-
like joint performance with robots is much more challenging
compared to providing solutions for the essential tasks. Presently,
in order to mimic the essential tasks with human-like robots,
robotic actuators require biologically-inspired mechanisms such
as elastic structures to reduce actuator requirements (Au et al.,
2009; Grimmer et al., 2016). Since we believe that achieving
athlete-like performance also benefits from biologically-inspired
mechanisms, we briefly propose options to reduce the joint
performance requirements subsequently.
4.6. Reducing Actuator Requirements
Human-like robots and wearable lower limb robotics primarily
use motors for actuation (Yan et al., 2015; Torricelli et al.,
2016; Windrich et al., 2016), though hydraulic and pneumatic
solutions have also been investigated (Versluys et al., 2009;
Kuindersma et al., 2016; del Carmen Sanchez-Villamañan et al.,
2019). To reduce the actuator requirements, such as the
acceleration, velocity, moment, and power, various mechanical
alternatives or mechanical extensions have been investigated
for humanoid robots (Tagliamonte et al., 2012; Torricelli et al.,
2016), exoskeletons (del Carmen Sanchez-Villamañan et al.,
2019), and prostheses (Grimmer and Seyfarth, 2014; Pieringer
et al., 2017). It was found that springs in series with a motor
can reduce the maximum angular velocity and acceleration
requirements for various gaits and speeds, which will also
result in reduced maximum power requirements (Paluska and
Herr, 2006; Grimmer et al., 2014, 2016; del Carmen Sanchez-
Villamañan et al., 2019). With reduced maximum power
requirements for the motor, the necessary energy requirements
can also be reduced. Alternatively, parallel springs are able
to reduce the maximum moment requirements of a motor
(Yang et al., 2008; Grimmer et al., 2012; Häufle et al., 2012)
due to compensating for static loads (Beckerle et al., 2017).
Combinations of series and parallel springs (Grimmer et al.,
2012; Mathijssen et al., 2014), as well as unidirectional parallel
springs (Au et al., 2009; Sup et al., 2009; Eslamy et al., 2012), can
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provide combined effects. Variable spring stiffness was proposed
to improve the efficiency for changing conditions (Tagliamonte
et al., 2012; Vanderborght et al., 2013). In addition to springs,
dampers have been used to mimic negative joint work, as can be
found during the swing phase of the knee in most gaits (Seroussi
et al., 1996; Johansson et al., 2005; Grimmer and Seyfarth, 2014;
Sohn et al., 2018) or at the ankle during descending stairs (Riener
et al., 2002; Eslamy et al., 2013). Clutches are another option that
can be used to reduce joint requirements (Plooij et al., 2015).
They are used to store energy in springs and to release the energy
when required (Häufle et al., 2012; Cherelle et al., 2016). Clutches
can also unload the motor of a series elastic actuator during
phases where no length adaptation is required.
4.7. Requirements in Different Robotic
Applications
Depending on the robotic application, the target outputs
of the joint specific actuators can differ from the identified
human biomechanics. To mimic human like movement
behavior, the kinematic measures (RoM, angular velocity,
angular acceleration) have to be imitated by humanoid robots,
exoskeletons and prostheses. Compared, kinetics (moment,
power) could be different based on the robotic application. An
exoskeleton that should be used for rehabilitation for those
without walking capabilities has to carry itself and the user.
Thus, the moment and power requirements for the exoskeleton
would be higher compared to the human joint requirements.
Depending on the inertia of each exoskeleton segment, the
increases might not scale with the human requirements. In
contrast, an exoskeleton that should only assist a user without
any mobility impairments could be designed to achieve much
smaller kinetic target outputs. An actuator with 12Nm of peak
torque was able to reduce the metabolic cost of walking by
21% for subjects, when walking with a hip exoskeleton (Lee
et al., 2017). Lower target outputs would be also possible for
prostheses or humanoid robots with reduced total or segment
inertia compared to humans. So far, typically masses are above
human thresholds. For example, the Atlas-unplugged has a mass
of about 180 kg at a body height of 188 cm (Nelson et al., 2019).
Our comprehensive overview could also be a great source to
determine the requirements of these robots, which have different
mass distribution than humans. The summarized kinematics
could be used in combination with a robotic model (including
segment properties) to estimate the required joint moment and
joint power values.
For applying the findings of this work to real-world design, we
recommend that system designers identify the most demanding
movement tasks that are envisioned for their application and
target population. Subsequently, technical solutions, such as
those introduced herein, can be used to realize the desired
movements efficiently.
4.8. Methodological Considerations
While the squat jump data was from semi-professional athletes,
all other data was from non-athlete populations. Thus, the
squat jump data may be exaggerated, compared to the other
movements, due to the population.
Be aware, due to digitizing and filtering of most of the
movement data, the shape and the maxima of all the data might
not represent the exact values identified in the data source.
Furthermore, as part of the data was calculated based on the
digitized values (e.g., angular acceleration, power), differences
may propagate to these quantities as well.
While the methods we used to prepare the data can result
in a variation of the values, also the different methods used by
the original sources can lead to less comparable data. In Table 1
we summarized published information on the experimental
setup and analysis procedures. Variations in data can occur
due to 2D or 3D kinematic data recordings, calculated angles
in the sagittal or limb plane, different filtering procedures,
different measurement frequencies, different methods (inputs
and segment properties) to compute joint moments based on
inverse dynamics, and different numbers of repetitions as well
as subject selection (number, characteristics). Small variations in
2D compared to 3D based angles were found for movement task
with fixed feet (squat, cycling, García-López and del Blanco, 2017;
Schurr et al., 2017) as well as for a locomotion task with flight
phases (race walking, Hanley et al., 2018). Differences exist due
to the 2D camera position compared to the marker positions
(difference in height and left/right) and due to joint movements
(mainly hip internal or external rotation and adduction or
abduction) in the sagittal and longitudinal axes. The second issue
will also occur when calculating the angles in the sagittal plane
instead of using the limb plane defined by the hip, the knee, and
the foot.
Low pass filters, as used for human kinematics and kinetics
will reduce signal noise but also the amplitude of signal peaks
(Winter et al., 1974). A similar effect occurs when determining
the mean, based on multiple subject repetitions, and following
based on multiple subject means. In consequence, we believe
that the presented values might underestimate especially the
maximum acceleration of the movement tasks. Single subjects
will have increased values. If provided, standard deviations of the
included studies could be checked to get additional information
on it.
The human movement studies used different measurement
frequencies (Figure 1) to analyze the kinematics and kinetics.
Winter et al. (1974) showed that toemarker acceleration and knee
angular velocity during walking can be sufficiently determined at
a measurement frequency of 60Hz. The lowest frequency used
to record the original data included in this work was 40Hz, for
the sit to stand transition. As the total time (Table 2) of this
transition is double of the walking stride time and it is not a rapid
movement, it should be sufficient to record such data without
losing characteristic information.
All studies used inverse dynamics to compute the joint
moments. Different methodological approaches such as the
inclusion of wobbling masses (Günther et al., 2003) or different
segment properties (mass, length, center of gravity, moments of
inertia, Winter, 2009) will influence the results.
For an improved comparison of such movement data, the
ideal approach would be to have the same subjects performing
all movement tasks followed by an analysis with a single method
(Wojtusch and von Stryk, 2015; Mandery et al., 2016).
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5. CONCLUSION
With this study we provide a novel comprehensive overview of
human lower limb biomechanics for daily essential and sportive
movements. The data was extracted to improve the dimensioning
of robotic limbs that target human-like performance. Within
the analysis we found that system designers should consider
the full human range of motion for all lower limb joints, with
an extended range of motion for ankle dorsiflexion. For most
of the analyzed biomechanical features, the hip specifications
for the essential movements are close to those for the sportive
movements, whereas sportive movements require increased
capabilities at the human knee and ankle. For locomotion
tasks, it does not seem worthwhile to use different technical
solutions to realize the angular velocity and angular acceleration
throughout stance and swing. In contrast, different designs can
be considered to match the necessary human joint moment
and power during stance and swing. While designers already
take advantage of biologically-inspired mechanisms, e.g., springs
mimicking tendon functionality in cyclic essential movements,
such approaches appear to be even necessary to reach the
performance of sportive movements, especially when targeting
athlete-like performance or augmented performance above
natural human capability. Beyond these insights, we expect
the broad analysis of human movements in this work to
serve as a data base for engineering future generations of
anthropomorphic robots.
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